
Let’s say that you are the type to buy a new thing, like an action figure, amiibo, or a board/video 
game, but you did not want to remove it from its package out of fear that it would get broken.  You have a 
friend, however, that immediately takes those things out and interacts with them, but ends up losing or 
breaking them.  You tell your friend that they should just keep things in their packages so they don’t get 
lost and the money spent on them is lost with them, and your friend argues that not taking them out of 
their packages and interacting with them in the intended way is a waste of money.  After a bit of arguing, 
you both come to the same realization - that it’s okay to take things out of their packages as long as 
you’re careful not to break or lose them.  This is what Hegel would have called a “dialectic”, which is a 
huge part of his philosophy.  A dialectic, to put it technically, is when a thesis meets an antithesis and 
produces a synthesis.  In my example, your original idea would be the “thesis”, or the original idea, and 
your friend’s idea would be the “antithesis”, or the contrasting idea.  The new idea you two agreed upon 
would be the “synthesis”, or the new idea that results from two differing ideas coming together that, in 
theory, would combine the best parts of the older ideas and get rid of the worst parts.  This synthesis 
would then become the new thesis, and a new antithesis would come around to challenge it, and the 
pattern would continue. 

This is how Hegel saw that progress in the world has always moved.  When we first started out in 
the lawless lands of Europe, where the biggest and strongest could do whatever they wanted to whoever 
they wanted, it was met with the antithesis of laws being established with kings, dukes, counts, etc.  The 
thesis allowed more personal freedom, but lacked laws to protect people.  The antitheses had laws in 
place to protect people and establish order, but imposed harsh restrictions on personal freedoms for 
those not born into noble houses.  The synthesis, democracy, came about and kept the laws while also 
giving people more freedoms and the ability to have a say in the laws that govern them.  And eventually 
an antithesis to democracy will arise and produce a new synthesis that will be even stronger and more 
rational.  What that will look like, however, we cannot say because, also according to Hegel, we cannot 
look past our own time in history.  To use the example of the river from Sophie’s World, we are a pebble 
floating on top of the water of history.  We know where we came from and where we currently are, but it’s 
not possible for us to know where the river will eventually take us.  That may seem scary, but Hegel’s 
philosophy is an optimistic one.  He believes that history is not a story of cycles repeating, but of 
progress, of clashing ideas creating newer, better ones.  That the process of change can, and often is, 
slow and painful, but that progress is inevitable in the end.  When times seem the darkest, that’s just the 
metaphorical pendulum swinging to one side before finally finally coming back to a middle point between 
two extremes.  

I know that times seem a bit grim right now.  For me, I really appreciated Hegel’s view of the 
world, that awful things will lead us into something new and better, and it gives me hope that, as a world, 
we will come out of this pandemic stronger than we were before.  What do you guys think?  Do you agree 
with Hegel’s view of history?  Hegel also argued against there being absolute truths, because what seems 
irrefutable to us may seem a bit silly to future generations.  Do you think there are absolute truths in the 
world, or are most, if not all, things subjective?  We would love to hear from you guys!  Are you excited 
that you’re almost done with school?  What do you plan to do with your extra free time?  Let us know, 
we’d love to read all about it and even share it with everyone else!  One thing you may be interested in, 
especially if you want to learn a bit more about dialectics, is the link I’ve included down below.  It’s a site 
all about them, but written in an easier to understand way than a philosophy textbook.  Anyway, take care, 
be safe, WASH YOUR HANDS, and I’ll talk to you next time. 

 
Dialectic website 
 

http://home.igc.org/~venceremos/

